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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Strong high-pressure building in across the central and eastern U.S. will continue to extend into the Gulf of Mexico today 
behind a departing cold front. Moderate to fresh easterly winds can be expected today, with them veering to the southeast 
tomorrow as the high shifts eastward. Onshore winds in the western Gulf are forecast to increase to fresh to strong speeds 
tomorrow as a low-pressure system begins to develop over the Southern Plains and create a tightened pressure gradient with 
the high to the east. Moderate seas of 3 to 6 feet are expected today and tomorrow. Scattered showers and thunderstorms 
associated with the low may impact Texas coastal waters later in the day tomorrow.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Fresh to strong onshore flow is expected to translate over to the central and eastern Gulf going into Saturday as the low tracks
eastward across the Deep South. Its associated cold front may push offshore on Saturday but is forecast to be weak in nature. This 
front should bring moderate/fresh to at times strong winds to the basin as they shift from southerly to northerly and northeasterly. 
Seas are expected to build to near-rough/rough between 7 to 9 feet over deeper waters this weekend due to the enhanced return 
flow. High-pressure will build in once again late Sunday into early next week, allowing conditions to ease and winds to return to the 
east and southeast. Waves will be mainly slight during this timeframe at around 2 to 4 feet. Improving conditions may be short-lived 
as southerly to southeasterly winds increase to fresh to strong speeds around mid-week ahead of the next cold front, resulting in 
rough seas in the western Gulf and over deeper waters.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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